Broom and Dustpan Set - Strongest NO MORE TEARS 80% Heavier
Duty - Upright Standing Dust Pan with Extendable Broomstick for
Easy Sweeping - Easy Assembly Great Use for Home Kitchen Room
Office Lobby Review-2021

THE PERFECT HEIGHT: Forget about brooms that are too short and inconvenient! This lobby
broom is extra-tall at 50â€™â€™ so you will never have to bend down ever again! The long
broomstick will also allow you to reach every corner and spot, even under the couch, so you can
keep your space spotless!
CONVENIENT DUSTPAN: This amazing dustpan was designed for your convenience so you can
have perfect results with no hassle! The dust pan has a rubber lip on the edge so that all the dust
and dirt will be swept right in the dustpan instead of under it. It also has built-in teeth so you can
comb the broom bristles and keep them clean from debris and excessive dirt.
SPACE SAVING DESIGN: The smart design of the broom and dustpan set makes it perfect for
small storing closets as it is very compact for maximum space saving. The broom can snap on the
dustpan for upright storage and it is also foldable so it can be easier to store and to move.
PREMIUM QUALITY: The broom and dust pan are crafted with special care and the best quality
materials so you can enjoy unique durability. The steel handle is ultra-strong so it can stay in top
condition for years to come no matter what and the dustpan is made with sturdy ABS plastic for
flawless results.
LIFETIME GUARANTEE: BestPrices is a USA based business thatâ€™s will make sure your
satisfaction comes first. We strive to provide you with the best quality products and service. So if for
any reason you are not completely satisfied with the Broom and Dustpan set, please contact us so
we can ensure 100% satisfaction. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021,
buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

